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Greetings to all! 

I'm extremely happy to see the first edition of our school's e-magazine

'Kriszine-22'. I would like to extend my gratitude to our management for

opening up this opportunity for us. 

From The HM's DeskFrom The HM's DeskFrom The HM's Desk

Roselin Jaya R
Headmistress 

I congratulate all the students who wrote the articles for the magazine. It

is so amazing to know that they have such talents lying latent in them. I

hope to see this magazine grow in years to come and I hope that more and

more students will come forward to contribute to the same. I trust they

enjoy growing with our school which is a haven for the girl children. I

appreciate the efforts of the editorial board for the publication of this

magazine and also my team of teachers who motivated the students to

come forward with their articles. I extend my best wishes to you all for

success in your future.



"It's the possibility of having a dream come true that makes life interesting "

"Krishzine" was our long pending dream that came true. We thought

of creating a platform where our students can express their literary

ability as they always have a dais to show their cultural and artistic

skills. And thus was how 'Krishzine' evolved. It is our pioneer drive and

we sincerely accept any critical reviews for shaping us up. We were

extremely happy and surprised to see the overwhelming response from

our students despite the board exams around the corner. We, the

editorial board, thank the Almighty for the blessings showered on us.

We extend our sincere gratitude to our management for opening up

this opportunity for us. We are grateful to our Headmistress who

supported and motivated us for the completion of this magazine. 

Thank you. 

Editor's NoteEditor's NoteEditor's Note
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Asima Chatterjee, an Indian organic chemist noted for her
work in the fields of organic chemistry and phytomedicine,
was the first woman to be awarded a Doctorate in Science by
an Indian University in 1944. She was also the first woman to
be elected as the General President of the Indian Science
Congress. She became an example for many women who
wanted to pursue higher education but never thought that
they could. Chatterjee won several awards such as the CV
Raman Award, PC Ray Award and the Padma Bhushan. 

Born in 1863, Ramabai Ranade was married off at the tender
age of 11 to MG Ranade, an educator. With the support of her
husband, she completed her education and became an active
member of the Prarthana Samaj, a society founded by him. She
is known to have organized various educational programs for
women and the underprivileged. She trained them in various
subjects such as language, healthcare and vocation. She also
fought against child marriage and formed a Seva Sadan for
distressed women during the later stage of her life. Ramabai
inspired many women to take the education movement
further and pursue knowledge regardless of their
circumstances. 

Women Pioneers Of Indian
Education

Savitribai Phule
Savitribai Phule was India’s first female teacher. Despite being
born during a time when women hardly had access to
education in India, she fought through patriarchy and the
caste system to achieve her goals. Savitribai became a living
example for every girl who wanted to study, she broke all the
chains and strove for women’s education in India. Phule and
her husband started the first school for girls on January 1st,
1848. 

asima chatterjee

Ramabai Ranade
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Women Pioneers Of Indian
Education

Jahanara bEGUM
Princess Jahanara Begum, born in 1614, was the eldest
daughter of Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan and Mumtaz Mahal.
Scholars noted that she was highly educated and was also a
very influential figure in her father’s court. She is said to have
written numerous biographies including those of prominent
figures such as Khwaja Moin-ud-din Chisti, who established
Sufism’s Chisti order. The princess’s hobbies included
architecture and her most notable work is Delhi’s Chandni
Chowk. She challenged many norms in a male-dominated
society and proved that not only could women pursue
education but could put it to use as well. 

Kadambini Ganguly & Chandramukhi Basu
Ganguly and Basu were amongst the first women to
get a college degree. Ganguly was one of the first
women to earn a medical degree and practice as a
doctor. Basu on the other hand went on the become
a lecturer at Bethune College proving that women
could teach at a higher level as well. She then
became South Asia’s first female head of an
undergraduate academic institution. 

Chandrakanthi gOVINDARAJULU
Chandrakanthi Amma spent all her life educating and
empowering the girl child. She and her husband
G.R.Govindarajulu, the visionary industrialist who was the
Managing Trustee of the PSG Institutions, built the PSGR
Krishnammal School. The PSGR Krishnammal College for
Women was built after this. Chandrakanthi Amma was made the
Correspondent of both the institutions and she took excellent
care of the institution, staff and students all her life. Under her
care, the Institutions became nationally famous, providing
quality education to girls. 
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My Inspiration ....
"If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” — Isaac Newton

 

My teacher has transformed me from a rough stone into a beautiful statue and a
knowledgeable person by chiselling then and there. They say that teachers are the 2nd
mother in our life. This is very true in my life. She moulded me in many aspects.
Sometimes I ask my teacher why I have born into this world? For that, my teacher said,
"God has created each and everyone with a purpose and every one is unique. You have
got some unique quality and you have to use it for the improvement of others for helping
others." I thought for while then and I started helping my friends, especially the slow
learners in their studies. Now I have some sort of happiness and satisfaction. I
transformed entirely and I keep pondering over the next steps I should take to help
humanity when I finish my graduation. Thanks to my teacher, the most inspirational person
who brought this change in my life. 

“I have my own legacy,” Kamala Harris asserted when a reporter
called her the ‘female Obama’ during elections. It was at that
point that she became my role model. Her entire journey from a
young girl who made many sacrifices to a leader who rewrote
Senate elections history is not only inspirational but also an
example of how a woman can achieve anything if she sets her
sight on it. She inspired me to aim high and dream big. She is an
example to all those women who aim to ‘break the glass ceiling’
in their respective careers. 
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My Inspiration is Allyson Felix, an Olympic gold medalist and famed Sprinter. Felix has always been outspoken
about the challenges she faced as a female athlete and a mother. She went on to explain that she wants to set an
example for her young daughter and this motivates her to face every obstacle in her path. Felix, born on 18 November
1985 in California, was 18 years old when she competed in her first Olympics, the 2004 Summer games, in Athens.
She has since won many awards and has amassed a total of nine Olympic medals and 13 world championship
medals. She is considered the most-decorated female runner in the United States. Despite experiencing such
success, Felix remains focused on what she can give back to her people and country. “I always want to give more
than I gave yesterday,” she said. Not only is she a great athlete but also a wonderful human being. 

The person that I admire the most is none other than Dr APJ Abdul Kalam.
He is not only an inspiration to Indians but to people from other countries
as well. He was the epitome of virtue, dedication, and Scientific attitude.
After death, only a few people are capable of leaving behind a trail of
light that illumines the path for striving followers, he was one such man.
Born in a humble family, he achieved great success through hard work and
determination. He dedicated his life to his motherland. His contributions
to make India a strong nation are beyond praise. As a Scientist, he gave
India the power of missiles. The lethal Agni Prithvi, Akash, and Nag
missiles were added to the national arsenal under his able guidance.
Despite having so many accomplishments, he always remained humble,
winning the hearts of millions worldwide. 
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I don’t need a perfect life. I just want to be happy and surrounded by
good people who love me for who I am and inspire me every day.
Consistently in our life, we are motivated by something or someone.
That someone in my life is a woman who often goes unnoticed. It
astonishes me how this woman manages to keep a happy face during
tough times. She works hard and loves unconditionally. She always
gives more than she receives. She may never win an award or an
acknowledgement for all that she does but to me, no praise or trophy
will do justice to her. This woman who has inspires me each and every
day is my mother, Gokilamani Mahesh Kumar. 

Mr Pichai needs no introduction but people know very little about the
Google CEO’s early life. He belonged to a middle-class family from Tamil
Nadu and most of his childhood was spent in a two-room apartment. In
short, his life was marked by compromises. The family didn't even own a
car and got their first telephone when he turned 12. His early life matches
a lot with my own. His journey from rags to riches inspires me to continue
my own regardless of how many obstacles come my way. I consider him a
great role model for average students. Like him,  I too aspire to become a
leader. Watching him, I learned to set my sights on my goal, work hard in
silence and let no one know my next course of action. 
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My role model is my lovable father. I am proud that he is my father and he
always guides me. My father is a strict teacher when I have to study but when
it's over, he goes back to being my kind and understanding best friend. He is
calm even when I disturb him. He is a dictionary of words with good
knowledge. I play WWF, chess and carrom with my father. Sometimes,
especially on Sundays, we play cricket on the ground near my house. He is a
man of confidence. When I get low marks, he encourages me by saying, "If you
can't, then who can". It is a boost for me. He has a very good sense of humour
and cracks jokes spontaneously to make people around him happy. He is a
very good decision maker so everyone seeks his help. He advises me a lot
and I'm blessed to have such a loving father.

My father is a very kind and lovable person. He is a hardworking man who wins over
people with his simplicity and friendly attitude. He often tells me tales from his
childhood when things were a lot less complicated and the world wasn’t taken over by
technology. He ensures that I stay in touch with that way of life by introducing me to
traditional games like ‘pallanguzhi’ and ‘paramapatham’. He also takes me to religious
functions and town festivities so that I learn about our culture. He often lays emphasis on
maintaining family bonds. Every night I wait for my father to have dinner with him. Do you
know why? Because he always buys something special for me. He is a good cook, his
speciality is non-vegetarian dishes. At times I join him during his cooking sessions and
we have a lot of fun. He never uses any discouraging words and he always makes me
feel secure. I truly believe that my father is a gift from god. 
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In the Limelight
SPECIALS
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Students Discuss
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

C LAKSHANA, 11 E

When we talk about violence against women,
physical or sexual violence is the first thing that
comes to our minds, We often overlook other forms of
violence that are equally damaging such as
emotional and mental abuse. According to the United
Nations declaration, the term 'violence against
women' means any act of gender-based violence. 

India ranks 9th on the list of the most dangerous countries for women. According to
World Population Review, India is in the fifth position for intimate partner violence
which amounts to 37.2% of the crimes against women. India also ranks first in the
gender inequality index. Shockingly, 45% of Indian women surveyed seemed to agree
that a wife could be beaten by her husband in certain circumstances. Apart from
domestic violence, rape and gender inequality, India continues to struggle with
female infanticide and dowry-related crimes. 

While many efforts are being made by the
government to tackle these issues, the
country's dense population makes it difficult
to solve the problem. Apart from this, a major
criticism faced by the government is that its
facilities and efforts are directed towards a
specific social group and are not accessible
to those who belong to lower-income groups
or in isolated regions. 

Source: The Hindu

Source: MOMS Twitter 
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What is a bad habit? They are problematic behaviours which tarnish our character,
hinder our progress and affect our health and personal relationships. I believe that with
determination, effort and discipline, we can overcome our bad habits and move towards
becoming healthy individuals. We are quick to call behaviours such as drinking and
smoking bad habits but ignore the ones that most of us suffer from such as mobile/internet
addiction, nail-biting, consuming excessive junk food and procrastination. 

Overcoming these requires a rather systematic
approach to it. First, we must understand the cause or
the why?. Why do we seek comfort in these
practices? Is it for stress relief, happiness or
something else?. Understanding this or your triggers
will help you control the repetition of a behaviour.
Next, we must ask ourselves how often we indulge in
certain behaviour? Most bad habits have developed
unknowingly over time. Becoming more aware of its
occurrence will make you more conscious of your
actions. This in turn will help you control your
behaviour. 

Students Discuss

BAD HABITS ARE EASY TO TACKLE
 E.S. SHYRANTHI, 9 A

For example, a person who consumes junk food often may never notice that they are
eating it several times a day. Keeping a food journal and noting down how many times
they have indulged in junk food and what they ate will help them become more aware of
their addiction. The third and last step is to set a goal which should be tied to a positive
outcome. For example, I must restrict my mobile/internet usage as I want to improve my
health (eyesight) and my grades (more time for studies). Apart from all this, one must be
careful not to associate with those who reinforce our negative behaviours. Choosing
one’s own well-being over everything else is important. 
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The problem most people face is dealing with negative peer
pressure, the kind that pushes you to do things or behave in a
way that is against your wishes and morals. Negative peer
pressure can either be direct or indirect. Direct peer pressure
is when a friend outright tells you what is expected of you.
For example - "you have to try that drink," "you cannot talk to
that person", and "you have to bunk classes". Indirect peer
pressure is the kind that pushes you to act or do something to
conform or get validated. The person may not directly tell you
what is expected of you but you start feeling the need to join
them in a particular behaviour to 'fit in'. A perfect example of
this is students starting to smoke or drink because their
friends do it. 

We make several friends during our lifetime and often these friends influence our
decisions and actions. That excessive push from a friend is what we understand as peer
pressure, which can be either positive or negative. Regardless of its nature, it can be a
very influential force in one's life, especially during the teen years. Friends can either
help you rise together or spiral down faster. 

Students Discuss
DEALING WITH PEER PRESSURE

 D. RAJALAKSHMI, 11 E1

The problem arises when one refuses to give in to peer pressure, they may be subjected to
isolation, bullying and ridicule. Most refuse to go against their friends due to the fear of
being left alone. This can be overcome by first understanding the consequences of
engaging in practices which are against your morals. Second, by realizing that quality over
quantity matters in friendship and third by reaching out to a trusted adult who will help you
navigate through the situation. Most of all one must remember that they are an individual
and are in no way obligated to listen to their peers who don't wish well for them. 
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The Internet is one of the Prime needs of today's
world. The Internet is a place where we get lots of
information from around the world to expand our
knowledge. Today, students use the internet for doing
projects and various other tasks which help them to
improve their study skills and also to prepare for their
exams. Here we'll discuss why students should get
limited access to the Internet and the consequent risks
they face.

Students Discuss
SHOULD STUDENTS LIMIT INTERNET USAGE?

  D. SIVANJALI, 11 E

The students get easily addicted to the internet and
make their life miserable. The students spend most of
the time surfing the net and chatting with unknown
persons through social media. This results in low
grades in their exams and seclusion from their family
and friends. 
Being online for long hours leads to back pain, poor
vision, fatigue and lack of concentration in their
studies. The Internet is very useful and the students
should be trained to use it productively. Students can
be encouraged to search or seek information from
books rather than the internet. Moreover, parents can
assist them while browsing the net. This can help them
to learn the safe learning process. Browsing the net
becomes inevitable nowadays but it has to be done
with extreme care and caution.
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Computer – A Solution To Life
Edit your mistakes 

Format your character
View other’s feelings and emotions 

Find the shortcomings within you
Undo your negativity towards others

Cut the negative influences from your life 
Copy the good qualities of others 

Delete hatred and jealousy 
Refresh your mind and soul

 
- D. Charulatha, 8 A2

 
Understanding God

 
If God answers your prayer
He is increasing your faith

If he delays 
He is increasing your patience

If he doesn't answer
He Knows that you can handle It

God gives you time 
Time is free but it's priceless 

You can't own it but you can use it
You can't keep it but you can spend it 

 Once you've lost it, you can never give it
back.

 
- Abinitha M, 9 A2

 
 

Poetry
Student Talents

Trees 
Boys and girls vow today 

Plant a sapling on your birthday 
Pour water without missing a day 

Watch it grow every day 
The tree is sure to pay 

Cool breeze it will send your way
Health and wealth are sure to stay
Then a green world is on the way

-Ezhil Jemima, 6 A
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As time passed, I began to get bored of these supposed ‘fun’ activities. Life had come
to a standstill and I desperately wanted to get back to my classroom. Even though we
couldn’t attend classes physically, online classes seemed to be better than not attending
school at all. I realized that I felt better seeing my teachers again. I would have never
thought that studying would give me a sense of peace. Adjusting to this new normal did
take time but thanks to my beloved teachers, the transition was easier than I expected.
We soon began to have club activities in which I enthusiastically participated even
though they were virtual in nature. 

During the pandemic, being a student had both
pros and cons. Initially, I was happy about the
long vacation all over Tamil Nadu and India,
there were no schools and colleges, Life seemed
fun as all we did the whole day was play games
(particularly traditional games), watch movies,
and experiment with cooking. 

Lockdown Diaries
THE NEW NORMAL IN LEARNING

MY EXPERIENCE OF ONLINE LEARNING A.S. MITHRAA, 9 A

Most of all I realized that it was important for me to
attend classes because it was a part of the first
few important steps to my dream future. There were
many hiccups during the initial days. Some students
did not have access to a computer or the internet
while others suffered from technical glitches. We
ended up learning a lesson we never thought we
would – Patience. Soon things became a lot
smoother and I felt like we were back on track.
This experience did help me appreciate the in-
school experience a lot more. 
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The pandemic made a big impact on everyone's life. My parents are workaholics and my
sister is a hard worker. Before the pandemic, they couldn't spare any time for us as they had
work. I was so happy when I heard about the lockdown. My parents promised me that we
would be going to have the best time of our lives We watched a lot of movies online. My
sister used to cook in the evenings and once my dad cooked meals for the whole day and to
be honest it was so delicious. The time we had for talking freely to each other strengthened
the bond we share. My parents explained to us about life and expressed how important we
were to them. We both realised how thankful we should be to have been blessed with such
loving parents. I remember finally understanding the saying "Home is where your heart is".

Lockdown Diaries
HOW I BONDED WITH MY FAMILY DURING THE LOCKDOWN 

- S.RAKSHA, 11 E

I enjoyed my precious time with my family. Sitting together to eat as a family was one of the
most important things that we had stopped doing but thanks to the lockdown the tradition of
eating together came back. All the members came together to keep the house clean. From
sweeping to washing clothes, we took turns doing the chores. The one thing I missed from
childhood was playing games together, the lockdown gave us an opportunity to revisit those
games again. It felt like we were reliving the golden days. Cooking suddenly became fun
with everyone coming together to try new recipes. Lockdown was a little overwhelming but
we worked as a unit and did everything we could to make each day a better one. 

- S.HARSHAVARSHINI, 11 E1
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Art
Student Talents
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A Sight To See
STUDENTS SHARE THEIR FAVOURITE PLACES TO VISIT. LEARN ABOUT THEM AND
SOON THEY COULD BE YOURS TOO. 

- T. Shubhashree. 9 A

“We first visited Mahabaleshwar, It is a hill station located in Maharashtra. We travelled
by car from Pune to get there. The journey was really enjoyable and exciting. We went
trekking in the morning, there were huge rocks on the path. We had a bonfire at night, all my
relatives played musical chairs and everyone danced joyfully. We also played ‘antakshari’.
I didn’t think that the trip could get much better till we visited the world-famous Ajanta and
Ellora caves which are located near Aurangabad. The Ajanta caves have 26 cave
paintings, they range from illustrations of kings to figures from Buddhist literature. The
speciality of these paintings was that they were made using herbal extracts. The Ellora
caves on the other hand are famous for their sculptures. Some that stood out to me were
sculptures of Lord Vishnu's different avatars, a panel of God Parshvanath, an intricate
carving of Lord Buddha and a sculpture of a royal couple sitting under a mango tree.”

"Ajanta and Ellora Caves"

- B.R. Harrini, 8 A

If Kashmir is the Crown of India, then Kanyakumari is its exquisite anklet. Sublime and
historic, the coastal town attracts many tourists from the world all year round. It has many
attractions from the famous Thiruvalluvar statue to the Vivekananda rock memorial. 
Kanyakumari, surrounded by the sea on its three sides, is known to be the meeting point of
the Arabian sea, the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal. Not only is it a feast for the
eyes but also a grand display of nature’s intricacies. Kanyakumari is also known for its
many temples, each of which has an interesting legend related to it. 

"Kanyakumari"
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Book Review
TOTTO-CHAN: THE LITTLE GIRL AT THE WINDOW

 

The book, originally published as ‘Madogiwa no Totto-Chan’,
is an autobiographical memoir set during the second world
war. Through Totto Chan’s tale, Kuroyanagi, a renowned Asian
actress and UNICEF goodwill ambassador sought to show the
importance of an unconventional education system. In the book,
she creates a rather fantastical school, Tomoe Gakuen, where
they have railroad cars for classrooms and is run by an
extraordinary headmaster,  Sosaku Kobayashi who patiently
listens to the students with Eagerness filled in his eyes. It is
evident that in this new school, Totto Chan is truly free. This in
turn helps her to experience her childhood a lot more. 

AUTHOR : TETSUKO KUROYANAGI

She narrates all the interesting things that happen to her in school to her pet dog, Rocky. The
reader follows Totto Chan as she learns music, climbs a tree, and helps a classmate with
polio climb it as well. Thanks to Kobayashi, Totto Chan learns life skills organically while
having fun. Even when things start to change due to the war, the headmaster’s efforts to
maintain the school and its sheltered atmosphere are obvious. The book successfully makes
the reader wish that they had been a part of such a wonderful School. 

R. HEPSIBA
12 C

By
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State Flower State Animal

Flame Lily Nilgiri Tahr

State Bird

Emerald Dove

State Fruit

Jackfruit
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ATAL Innovation Mission conducted a Webinar –
Animation on 2nd June 2021. Mr.Jasman Singh,
Srijith, Tapan Upadhyay, Experts in Multimedia
presided over the session. Mrs.V R Bhuvaneswari,
PGT, Chemistry Department attended the session

21st June 2021, International Yoga Day was
celebrated through Zoom. Chief Guest of the event
Prof.  P.  Kanagasabapathi,  Member of the Indian
Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi
emphasized “Yoga in  Education”.  Students from
Standard VI to XII participated in it.

In commemoration of World Environmental Day
Celebration –2021, The Department of Chemistry -
PSGRKCW organized a competition for School
Children. The National Council for Science &
Technology Communication (NCSTC) – Government
of India sponsored the Competition. Students from
Standard VI to X participated in Painting, Essay
writing and poster making.

Literary Association and Clubs were inaugurated on
19th June 2021. Mrs Sangeetha, Assistant 
 Professor,  Department of  Tamil,  KG College of  
 Arts and   Science,   Saravanampatti, presented a
Speech on the topic, The role of our Culture and
Heritage in promoting Supreme values of life.  
 Higher Secondary students attended the programme.

An online webinar on the topic Bounce Back with
Positivity was arranged by VGM Hospitals,
Coimbatore for Teaching & Non-Teaching Staff of
schools and colleges on 4th  July 2021. Dr V.G.
Mohan Prasad, Dr CPS Suman, and Dr Madhura
Prasad Suman gave a speech to instil positivity.
Teachers of PSGRKHSS attended the session.
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75th Independence Day was celebrated on our  
 School Campus on 15th August 2021 and the same
was watched by all the students through  Zoom.  
Our Headmistress, Mrs Roselin Jaya hoisted the 
 National Flag. Our  Students exhibited their
drawings and delivered speeches on Independence.

The Birth Anniversary celebrations of our beloved
founder, Smt. Chandrakanthi Amma was held on 29th
August 2021 through Zoom. Dr R Nandini,
Chairperson and Founder Trustee,  GRG  institutions,  
Headmistress and the teachers of PSGRKHSS paid
tributes to the founder. Mrs Chitralekha, the Music
teacher sang her favourite song of Amma. Mrs P.Uma
Maheswari, PG Asst. English delivered a speech on
the mission and vision of our beloved Amma.

Beta  Technologies  India  Pvt  Ltd organised  Tinker
Battle –  2021  online test on 13th  September 2021.
Students from   Class 6th to 10th participated in it.
Iniyaval  P  from  9th  Std won the  2nd  round on 
 16th September 2021.
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Department of Science organized Science Exhibition
on 6th September 2021 through Zoom. Students from
Class 6th to 10th exhibited their Models.

Beta Technologies India Pvt. Ltd organized an
online “ATAL” training session for VI to IX
students through Zoom.

THE YEAR IN REVIEW



On 25th September 2021, Aravind Babu R, Asst
Prof, PSG College of Technology hosted a
programme on building a  simple  LED circuit on  
 PCB, Designing of IR sensor using a breadboard
and a LED  state control with a manual switch.     
 Teachers from PSGRKHSS  attended the
programme.

S Pavithra & S Sakthi  Sri, Std XI were appreciated
with a certificate and a memento from The Times of
India (TIE)  for actively engaging with The Times of
India - Student website (www.toistudent.com)   
 during the time of the pandemic.

Beta Technologies India Pvt. Ltd organized an online  
Faculty Training Programme for ATL In-charge
through Teams APP on 9th October 2021 on the
topic ‘Communication with Microcontroller’.
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Beta  Technologies  India  Pvt.  Ltd organized an
online “ATAL” training session for VI to IX students
through Zoom. (October session)

Beta Technologies India Pvt. Ltd organized an
online “ATAL” training session for  VI  to  IX 
 students through Zoom. (September session)

THE YEAR IN REVIEW



Shivaji  Foundation   Society,  Rajasthan conducted a
General Knowledge competition on 25th  March
2019. Meyyammai. K and Hemashree  U  of  Std  IX  
were given the Dr S. Radhakrishnan  Award, Green
Peace Environmental Award and Shivaji’s
meritorious  Gold & Silver Medal respectively .

On  1st  November  2021,  our school organised a
Health Check-up for the students from VIII to XII
standard. Dr Lavanya, Gynaecological Oncologist
clarified the queries of the students on the
mensuration cycle and its related health issues.

Eye Screening Camp was conducted by a team of
Ophthalmologists from the Eye Foundation for the
students of Std VI to XII from 18th Nov 2021 to 20th
Nov 2021.
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Navratri Celebration was held on 21st October  
 2021 at the campus. Students joined the event
virtually.

Eighteen Students from Standard VI to XII
attended  FIIT JEE BIG BANG TEST on 10th
October 2021.

THE YEAR IN REVIEW



R Sreemanchary of 12 A won the third prize in the
folk song category at  Kala  Utsav  2021  organized
by the  Samagra Shiksha (Secondary)  on 28th 
 October 2021.  She received her award on 30th
November 2021.

ATAL training session conducted on 18th November
2021 for the IX standard students. Ms Nandhini and
Ms KaviyaPriya, PG Assistant, PSGRKHSS taught
hands-on training on Traffic Signal in the lab.
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Beta Technologies India Pvt. Ltd organized an online
“ATAL” training session for VI to IX students through
zoom. (December session)

E. Tamilisai of VII A won the 1st prize at the District
level Silambam competition on 27th November 2021.

On 12th November 2021, National Achievement
Survey (NAS) was conducted for the VIII and X
standard students in our school premises.

THE YEAR IN REVIEW



Corporation   Primary   Health   Centre,   Peelamedu
organized a Vaccine camp for DT (Diphtheria and
Tetanus) vaccine for the age group of 10 years and
16  years on the 13th   and  14th   of  December 
 2021.  69 students from class 6, 148 students from
class and 93 students from class 11 vaccinated.

A  panel  of  faculties  from  CMS  College  of  Arts  
and Science gave a Career Guidance Programme to
the students of Standard XII on 22nd December
2021.

Vaccination Drive for Covid’19 for 15 years was
started at our premises for the students of Std 10th,
11th & 12th from 4th January 2022.
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On 26th December 2021, 18 students of Std VI to
Std XII participated in FIITJEE online Test.

Tamizhar Thirunal Competition was conducted on
4th January 2022.

Open Door Education conducted WOW Quiz
Contest for the students from Std VI to Std X
twice a month. Jeevitha H from 8A2 and Harini
M from 6A won the contest. Our school ranked
2nd for the maximum number of participants.
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Sri Eshwar College of Engineering conducted Sri
Eshwar’s SPARK on 29th January 2022. Students
from classes 8th to 12th participated online.
Dhanyatha V of XIE won I Prize and Karthika R of XI.
D1 won II Prize.

GRG   Institutions   Founder’s   Day   2022   Award
Ceremony was conducted virtually and shared live
on YouTube on 4th Feb 2022. Academic Toppers
and Proficient students in NCC, Fine Arts and 
 Sports were honoured with Cash Awards.
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Atal  Training  Session conducted on  4th, 
 5th and 7th  Feb’ 2022  for the classes  VI 
 to  IX.  Ms. Suba  Shree,  Senior  Engineer, 
 Beta  Technologies India Pvt. Ltd trained
the students.

Mental Ability Test (MAT) was conducted
for Std VI to Std VIII on 26th Feb’ 2022.

National Council of Educational Research and
Training conducted National Talent Search Exam
(NTSE)  for standard X students on 5th Feb’ 2022.
294 Students of PSGRKHSS attended the exam.

Sri  Eshwar College of  Engineering conducted
Tech  Trend  2021  for senior students.  Juvitaa
RK of XII C won a Cash Award of Rs. 2000 on
30th January  2022  for her project 'Mobile 
 Oxygen Parlour.'
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